The previous general update of correspondence and manuscript acquisitions appeared in *Russell*, n.s. 21, no. 2 (winter 2001–02): 157–65. There are 55 entries in the correspondence listing below covering c. 135 items. Received in November 2004, the latest acquisition number reported is 1,457. The manuscript listing of 11 items brings the total to 617 entries. The latest manuscript acquisition is 1,440, received in March 2004. Some items were received from other institutions, to whom McMaster Library is very grateful.

The following abbreviations are used: L(s). or l(s). = letter(s); P(s). or p(s). = photocopies; p.c.(s). = post card(s); Ts. = typescript; tel. = telegram.

Warm thanks are due to Carl Spadoni, Research Collections Librarian, for pursuing many of the leads whose fruition is evident here, to Kenneth Blackwell for the donation of colour prints of documents found on the web, and to Michele Haapamaki for corresponding with institutions in possession of original Russelliana.

**CORRESPONDENCE**


[Anonymous] L. from BR, to “Dear Madam”, 27 Mar. 1914, in response to a l. to Alys Russell to speak on suffrage. Pasted in *Education and the Good Life*, a copy inscribed to Katherine Tomkins from her mother (who may, therefore, be the recipient of the l.). Purchase. Acq. 1,441.


Arkansas Alumnus (Reba Wilcoxon) L. from BR, 19 Aug. 1959. Re article on
Davies, Mansel L. from BR, L. from BR, Crowther, J. S.
Catlin, George L. from Patricia Russell, L. from BR.


Beeton, Mr. L. from BR, 22 Jan. 1925. Re news from China; Alan; Purchase. Rec. Acq. 1.438.


Bourdillon, F. B. L. to and L. from BR, 1927. Also L. from D. Joad (BR's secretary) to Bourdillon. Ps., courtesy of Royal Institute of International Affairs. Rec. Acq. 1.429.


Brockway, Wallace 5 ls. from BR re A History of Western Philosophy, 1942–44. Also 2 ls. from BR, 1948 and 1951, the latter re Bion. Brockway was employed as a freelance editor with Simon and Schuster. Purchase. Rec. Acq. 1.413.


Dutt, R. Palme 2 ls. from BR and 3 ls. and 1 tel. to, 1917 and 1962. Ps., courtesy of U. of Manchester Labour History Archive. Rec. Acq. 1.455. A transcript of Russell's 1917 l. was reported as Rec. Acq. 158.


Gravalos, Mr. L. from BR, and signed...


Simon and Schuster (Miss Bleekee) L. from BR, 10 May 1945. Purchase. Rec. Acq. 1,413. See also Wallace Brockway.

Smith, Robert M. L. from BR, 3 Mar.


Wilson, Charles Cards, one stating “with the compliments of the author”, both signed by BR, [1953, 1956]. Wilson was a councillor on the Crook and Willington Council, County Durham; he sometimes lectured on BR and often requested such cards for his students and himself. Internet prints from eBay. Rec. Acq. 1,457.


MANUSCRIPTS


“Proletarian Dictatorship Is the Road to Freedom”, Debate with Jay Lovestone, (editor of Revolutionary Age), 27 Nov. 1931, New York. Officials: Bertram D. Wolfe and Roger Baldwin. Ts., 75 leaves. Also BR’s notes for the debate, ms., 1 leaf; BR’s notes taken during the debate, 3 leaves; notes written on verso of “Some Questions for Mr. Russell”; advertisement, other notes and news clippings. Ps., courtesy of Hoover Insti-


["Russell–Einstein Manifesto"]. Ts., enclosed with BR’s letter of 5 April 1955 to Einstein and to which he agreed in his famous last letter. C55.29 and Paper 57d of Papers 28; 2 leaves. P., courtesy of Einstein Archives, Jewish National and U. Li-


"Bertrand Russell Discusses Happiness" and “Bertrand Russell Discusses Power". [1959]. Cornet Films, 1966 (see M60.01). Two 16 mm. reels. Published, with many variants, as chapters in Bertrand Russell Speaks His Mind (A112). Purchase. Rec. Acq. 1,396.